Experience the

FRANKIA NEO
FRANKIA MOTORHOMES 2022 3.5 T ON A MERCEDES-BENZ PLATFORM
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2 FRANKIA MT 7 GDK NEO (example)

Make your way
The NEO shows you the “light” side of the Mercedes-Benz
platform. It is a unique combination of lightness, quality and
space – with a total weight from 3.5 t. How did we do it? With
revolutionary double floor technology. With never-before-seen
lightweight materials. And, of course, with exceptional
spaciousness and a fresh design. Typical FRANKIA.

Only 3.5 t total weight

Travelling with the NEO
Mercedes-Benz expertise
Living
Kitchen
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Spa-like bathroom
Storage space
NEO features at a glance
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Floor plans
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Let the Star(s) speak
FRANKIA and Mercedes-Benz have written many success stories
together. For over 48 years, we have been building exceptional
motorhomes on a strong platform – and our goals for the future
remain the same: To test the limits, always present ourselves in
top form and give you the freedom to choose which FRANKIA best
suits your needs. So for 2022, the (Mercedes) Star shines bright
like never before.

From camper van to luxury liner: Yucon by FRANKIA microliner, 3.5 t FRANKIA NEO,
FRANKIA PLATIN luxury liner or FRANKIA M-Line Low-Profile? It’s your choice.
4 (example)
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Drift away
Do holiday the NEO way: Put your feet up, take
some time for yourself or simply do whatever you
like. There’s even more space to do all this in the
new FRANKIA NEO with crosswise bed in the rear
and extra-large seating area.
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FRANKIA MT 7 BD NEO 7

Indulge
Fresh Norwegian salmon or sweet French crêpes ... you
decide what you want on your plate. The intelligently
designed NEO kitchen with extra-large refrigerator has
plenty of space to cook your favourite dish and unwind.
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FRANKIA MT 7 GDK NEO 9

10 FRANKIA MT 7 BD NEO

Sit back and relax
The separate twin beds or the new crosswise bed in
the rear are almost too nice for sleeping … you could
also just spend a relaxing day in bed listening to the
sound of the waves and the birds signing.
FRANKIA MT 7 GDK NEO 11

Freshen up
Plenty of room, lots of space – and even more
refreshing. Hard to believe? The FRANKIA NEO
makes it possible thanks to intelligent multifunctional solutions and a clever layout concept
in the NEO bathroom.
12 FRANKIA MT 7 GDK NEO

Simply push to open the vanity

Spa-like shower with extra large tray

Toilet seat disappears under the vanity thanks to
push-to-open/close design
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Experience true freedom
Is it really possible to take all the things you need for a great
trip along with you on the road? It is in the NEO. You’ve got
plenty of storage space here for all your belongings. But that’s
not all: The FRANKIA Easy-Load system makes it especially
easy for you to load and unload your gear.
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Simply clever: Packing with the
FRANKIA Easy-Load system (optional)
Completely redesigned vehicle rear
Large rear storage compartment with a height of 1.20 m
Extra-large one-part 1.50 x 1.15 m rear flap
Lowered rear section with very low sill
FRANKIA front load-through storage in the double floor –
accessible from the interior and exterior (depending on
floor plan)
Practical new folding solution: Storage space in the
seating group

Plenty of space in the FRANKIA double floor

Get to the things you need from the interior

Clever: Wardrobe under the bed
FRANKIA MT 7 BD NEO (example)
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See for yourself!
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Highlights of the
FRANKIA NEO

Priority No. 1:
Setting new standards

The FRANKIA NEO knows the way: It’s all about innovative lightweight design with a total weight of 3.5 or 4.5 t and an agile
length of under 7 m. The Sprinter by Mercedes-Benz provides
a great basis with powerful front wheel drive.

Never rest, push the limits, create something new – this
has always been the spirit that connects FRANKIA and
Mercedes-Benz. 48 years ago, today and tomorrow.

Get out there,
no matter when

Luckily you discovered
the NEO formula

Perfect for winter travel: New ThermoProtect wall
structure made of high-quality aluminium alloy,
durable GFRP roof and heated double floor

Exceptional spaciousness + lightness + class = NEO! It’s
that easy with 2 m of headroom and high-quality lightweight design according to FRANKIA standards

It suits
me

Everything’s
so easy

Now, in addition to the MT 7 GDK with twin beds, the
NEO is also available as an MT 7 BD model – with crosswise bed in the rear and spacious seating area. Both are
equipped with a large kitchen and 84 l refrigerator.

Packing was never easier: Innovative Easy-Load system
by FRANKIA (optional) – with extra-large rear flap, lowered rear storage compartment and front load-through
storage in the double floor

Everything’s
so practical

There’s so
much space

With Light Wing lighting (optional), multifunctional features in the bathroom, driver assistance systems such as
Crosswind Assist and Keyless Start, self-retracting cable
reel and much more

Full-length double floor with 20 to 40 cm height thanks
to special AL-KO frame, large rear storage compartment
with 1.20 m height, loads of storage space in the interior

(examples) 17

18 FRANKIA MT 7 BD NEO BLACK LINE

Get ready to be excited
... about two bold vehicles full of character. Both
FRANKIA NEO versions are now also available in the
BLACK LINE edition – with a striking and contrast-rich
exterior design, classy leather/microfibre upholstery
and a host of additional features already included.
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Get ready to be inspired
Clothes make the (wo)man. NEO’s no different: But its
style is very flexible, with clear, modern interior design
options that inspire you to add your own touch and make
the NEO your own according to your unique style.
20 FRANKIA MT 7 BD NEO

NEO MILAN

NEO VENICE
Wood

Upholstery fabrics

Visby/White

Grey dots

Brown

Floors

Cushion fabrics

Curtain fabrics

Anthracite

Pink

Venice

NEO NAPLES
Wood

Upholstery fabrics

Visby/White

Brown

Dark grey

Floors

Cushion fabrics

Curtain fabrics

Anthracite

Dots

Naples

NEO PYRITE
Wood

Upholstery fabrics

Manhattan/White

Light brown

Floors

Cushion fabrics

Curtain fabrics

Anthracite

Beige / Beige

Pyrite

NEO GRANITE
Wood

Upholstery fabrics

Manhattan/White

Grey

Taupe

Floors

Cushion fabrics

Curtain fabrics

Anthracite

Beige / Grey

Granite

NEO BLACK LINE
Wood

Upholstery fabrics

Visby/White

Leather

Microfibre

Floors

Cushion fabrics

Curtain fabrics

Anthracite

Beige / Beige

BLACK LINE
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Turn heads
Anyone can do the ordinary. The FRANKIA NEO has a unique appearance: Its automotiveinspired dynamics and striking contours give it unique character. After all, turning heads
is also part of the experience of driving the FRANKIA NEO.

Style: Tenorite
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Take your time to decide
More room with the crosswise bed in the rear or more sleeping space in the extendable
separate twin beds? Choose between two different FRANKIA NEO floor plans.

NEO
3.5 t

MT 7 GDK
7.0 m

3.5 t/4.5 t

2/3

2/4

3.5 t

MT 7 BD
6.8 m

3.5 t/4.5 t

2/3

2/4

Only 3.5 t total weight
BLACK LINE
Approx. length of motorhome

Maximum permissible laden weight

Sleeping berths

Seats with seatbelts

Standard/optional

FRANKIA MT 7 BD NEO (examples) 23

Conceptual design: GMK Medien. Marken. Kommunikation. | www.gmk.de
Photo: Studio Thomas Köhler | www.fotostudiothomaskoehler.de

It’s very simple:
Scan the QR code and download
the price list to your phone.

FRANKIA is a PILOTE Group company
FRANKIA-GP GmbH
Bernecker Straße 12 | 95509 Marktschorgast | Germany
Phone: +49 (0)92 27 738-0 | Fax: +49 (0)92 27 738-49
Email: info@frankia.de
Experience the world of FRANKIA online:
www.frankia.com
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